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The Korean Peninsula and Japan have experienced thousands of years of exchanges. After the
birth of the country, the history of the two countries has been ups and downs. There are periods
of peace and war. The hearts of both peoples are mixed with complex emotions such as longing
and hatred. The Hallyu phenomenon in recent years has been surprising, but the momentum for
"dislike the Hallyu" and criticize contemporary North Korea is also very strong. The same is true
for the view of Japan on the Korean Peninsula, with hatred, longing, and even the budding
"consciousness of reciprocity." No matter North Korea or South Korea, people seem to have not
completely emerged from the complex emotions and understanding.Needless to say, most of
this mutual love and hatred stems from the unfortunate history of modern times. Japan not only
invaded North Korea but also spread a historical view of "North Korea's history is stagnant and
heterogeneous" to rationalize and justify the aggression. This selfish view of colonial history
believes that North Korea cannot rely on its own strength to achieve modernization. If left alone,
the entire country will be stolen by others, so Japan must help. Some people, based on the
historical understanding that Japan once ruled parts of Korea in ancient times, blatantly
preached the "theory of the same ancestors in Japan" and believed that the annexation of the
Korean empire was not aggression, not the love of neighbors, but the love of the same ancestor.
Integration of Japan and South Korea. This is like a mirror that contrasts with two sides. North
Korea passively becomes Japan's negative film, and the more North Korea has such a negative
film, the more Japan can shine as a positive film.



Modern AsiaTelling the story of modern Korea and JapanEmilee BickertThe Korean Peninsula
and Japan have experienced thousands of years of exchanges. After the birth of the country, the
history of the two countries has been ups and downs. There are periods of peace and war. The
hearts of both peoples are mixed with complex emotions such as longing and hatred. The Hallyu
phenomenon in recent years has been surprising, but the momentum for "dislike the Hallyu" and
criticize contemporary North Korea is also very strong. The same is true for the view of Japan on
the Korean Peninsula, with hatred, longing, and even the budding "consciousness of reciprocity."
No matter North Korea or South Korea, people seem to have not completely emerged from the
complex emotions and understanding.Needless to say, most of this mutual love and hatred
stems from the unfortunate history of modern times. Japan not only invaded North Korea, but
also spread a historical view of "North Korea's history is stagnant and heterogeneous" to
rationalize and justify the aggression. This sel ish view of colonial history believes that North
Korea cannot rely on its own strength to achieve modernization. If left alone, the entire country
will be stolen by others, so Japan must help. Some people, based on the historical
understanding that Japan once ruled parts of Korea in ancient times, blatantly preached the
"theory of the same ancestors in Japan" and believed that the annexation of the Korean empire
was not aggression, not the love of neighbors, but the love of the same ancestor. Integration of
Japan and South Korea. This is like a mirror that contrasts with two sides. North Korea passively
becomes Japan's negative ilm, and the more North Korea has such a negative ilm, the more
Japan can shine as a positive ilm.Research on Korean History after the WarThe study of Korean
history after the war will overcome the above historical understanding as the biggest issue. This
led to the emergence of a historical view of the Korean nation’s resistance to aggression from
the 1950s to the mid- 1960s. But this still cannot overcome the colonial view of history. Later, the
so-called "internal development theory" was all the rage, which meant that North Korea had
embarked on the path of modern development internally, and Japan hindered this trend.After the
1980s, some people had doubts about this view of history. This is because the "internal
development theory" emphasizes the history of "domination and resistance" on the one hand,
and describes the development path of modernization on the other. Such a historical view not
only overemphasizes the history of a country, but also condemns modern Japanese nationalism
and nationalism. At the same time, it promotes Korean nationalism. What it emphasizes is the
"colonial modernization theory". The characteristic of this argument is an attempt to discuss the
development of Korean capitalism under Japanese rule. Since this argument has a rational
explanation for Japanese rule, it has been the focus of controversy until now.In contrast, the
"colonial modernity theory" prevails today. It does not take modernity as the "colonial
modernization theory", but starts from the perspective of critical modernity. That is to say, under
the Japanese colonial rule, the Koreans had no choice but to internalize vicious modern values,
whether they wanted it or not. This seems to it the current trend of history, because the current
trend of history strongly advocates the relativization of citizens and countries. However, although
this argument criticizes modern times, it actually absoluteizes modern times. This view believes



that people simply cannot resist the "modern" that is beyond imagination.It is generally believed
that the critique of modern times and the critique of modern Japan are interlinked, but it is dif
icult for the two to go hand in hand. Although the "internal development theory" has launched a
sharp criticism of modern Japan, it regards the homogeneity of North Korea and Japan as a
prerequisite, and believes that there is not much difference between North Korea and Japan in
the speed to modern times. If this is the case, then logicallyspeaking, modern times may not
necessarily be criticized. Modern Japan should be criticized only because it hindered the
internal modernization of North Korea. In the study of Korean modern history, it is not easy to get
rid of the shackles of modern times.Focus on political cultureSo, what kind of historical
understanding is needed to relativize modern times? The so-called history actually has many
development paths. The conception of history that believes that history may not necessarily
develop in the direction of modernization can not only relativize modern times, but also become
a theoretical basis for criticizing modern Japan and criticizing Japan that followed and imitated
Western Europe on the path of modernization.So I want to start with political culture. The so-
called political culture refers to all cultures related to the political process, such as ideology,
tradition, concepts, beliefs, superstitions, wishes, conventions, codes of conduct (rules), etc. ,
that determine the content and the method of carrying out politics and ighting . Political culture
is generally shared by the ruler and the ruled. If they are not shared, the country and government
will lack stability and be in a state of crisis. For example, in the pre-modern society, Wang
Zhenghui was generally supported because the king was not only a tax collector, but also a
noble existence that bestowed compassion and happiness on the people. Even if this is not the
case, at least people think so in concept. Kings can live in magni icent palaces because there is
such a consensus between subordinates and leaders. However, repeatedly violating the
expectations of the people and arbitrarily implementing evil policies, the rulers will face a
revolutionary crisis. Since the traditional society does not have the idea that "the people
themselves are the subjects of politics", there will still be a new savior who will rule the world as
a king after the revolution. In such a political process, people will have unrealistic expectations of
the king, and many superstitions, rumors, or wishes, popular uprisings and other factors about
changing the world will be complicatedly intertwined, causing social turmoil and chaos. It is often
easy to give birth to righteous thieves when the opportunity of changing heaven and earth
sprouts. This is a political and cultural issue, and it also strongly re lects the wishes of the
people.Such political culture also includes political ideas and political ideas in a broader sense,
but the two are different from the former. As far as the fundamental laws of a country are
concerned, political culture inevitably includes political ideas and political ideas, but in the actual
political world, political ideas and political ideas may not be faithfully re lected. Some countries
advertise democracy but not democracy. In the pre-modern society, many countries based on
Confucianism, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and other religions, and took political ideas based
on these religions as fundamental laws. However, the political world and the public world of
these countries are still different. Regions, nations, and countries vary greatly. Even the political



thoughts of the same fundamental law are expressed in different ways.The "modern" that
originated in Western Europe did rely on absolute power and swept the entire world with an
unstoppable force. However, it did not create the same society and country. Subject to the
traditional political culture of various regions, nations, and countries, unique political worlds have
been created. "Modern" has more than one appearance. Even if some countries and regions
cannot surpass modern times, they will have entanglements with modern times for a long period
of time, and they will continue in the present and in the future. For example, Bhutan does not
pursue excessive GDP growth, but puts its policy on the basis of improving gross national
happiness, which is closely related to the traditional political culture of Bhutan. The discussion of
political and cultural history has the possibility of providing a free perspective on history from the
theory of development stages.The purpose of this bookThis book attempts to give an overview
of the history of modern relations between Japan and North Korea from the above points. The
modern history of North Korea is not valid from the perspective of the history of a country,
especially the relationship with Japan. The modern history of Japan should be the same. What
kind of society does the two presuppose, how did they break into the modern world, and what
kind of country do they want to establish? This book attempts to clarify this process using
political culture as a breakthrough.The scope of this book began in the mid-19th century and
ended in 1910 when the Korean Empire was annexed. But since political culture is the object of
the problem, it needs to have a long-term vision. Therefore, this book starts from the
establishment of the Joseon Dynasty. In order to compare North Korea and Japan, sometimes
the political culture of Japan is also mentioned. This book narrates the history of Japan-North
Korea relations with North Korea as the main line, so comparative history is also part of the
title.The so-called culture, even if it is preceded by "politics", it may not necessarily be based on
good and evil. If the culture of one party is used to deny the culture of the other party, it is cultural
aggression. But at a certain stage in history, culture often brings blessings and misfortunes, and
those who gain the blessed will scold those who have caused the misfortune. This is the
negativity of history. Because of this, we need to pay more attention to the political culture
behind the historical process. There is indeed a side of Japan’s aggression against North Korea
in the history of modern Japan-North Korea relations, but what makes this aggression possible?
This requires calm thinking in the dimension of political and cultural history. There are still
various problems between the Korean Peninsula and Japan today, and mutual understanding is
to fully understand each other’s culture and political culture. Since it is a neighboring country, no
matter whether they want it or not, there is only one option of cultivating the soil for
communication. This book does not discuss general culture, but with a little hope of contributing
to mutual understanding, it writes the history of modern relations between Japan and Korea from
the perspective of political and cultural history.Chapter 1 The Joseon Dynasty and Japan1.
North Korea's politics and societyThe Identity System of the
Joseon DynastyThe Lee Chosun was established in 1392, and its identity system is divided into
two classes, middle people, good people (ordinary people) , and untouchables. The two classes



are gentry, composed of bureaucrats and their children. The middle man refers to the middle
and lower-level technocrats, composed of the miscellaneous subjects and the third persons and
their families in the imperial examination, and most of them are hereditary. Good people and
untouchables are the ruled class. The former undertake military service and other good service
(military service, labor and the obligation to pay cloth as an alternative) , and the latter, as
slaves, directly belong to the government or the two squads. However, in terms of social habits,
untouchables not only refer to slaves and maids, but also people who are engaged in various
occupations suchas seven kinds of public humbleand eight kinds of private humble. The
subordinates (also called subordinates , yaqian,and of icial subordinates) of the seven public of
icials are the status of local of icials, originally descended from the wealthy families of the
Goryeo period. Under two shifts, they directly rule the people.What is puzzling is that under such
an identity system, the two classes (seniors), as an extremely important ruling class, are not
strictly distinguished at the legal level. The two classes were originally the general term for
Dongban (civilian) and Xiban (military of icer) , meaning civil and military bureaucrats. If you
want to become a civil and military bureaucrat, thereare liberal arts, martial arts and the Dao and
Yinxu Dao. The latter is more restrictive than the aristocratic Goryeoera, and the promotion of of
icial positions is also regulated within a certain range. In any case, Liangban refers to
bureaucrats. But I don't know when the meaning of the two classes has been expanded. Even in
a family where there is no of icial of icial for a long time, it is sometimes regarded as two shifts in
the local area. Therefore, the court in 1525 to de ine a living member of the Nobles, Scholars
(imperial small section and the second person) , as well as four ancestors (parent, ancestors,
great-grandfather, Waizu) had signi icant of icial (including all the bureaucracy a product to the
Nine) People, civil and martial arts and the irst and their descendants. In other words, in addition
to the imperial examination and the irst, if the descendants of bureaucrats exceed four
generations, they cannot be called two classes.However, the de inition of the two shifts is still
unclear since then. The two classes have never been a class recognized by legal procedures,
but a class formed by social conventions. Whether it is two classes or not, the standard has
always been very relative and subjective. The two classes are roughly divided into the Beijing
class (two classes in Beijing) and the township class (two classes in the local area) . However,
some places admit that the local two shifts are two shifts, and some do not.Kingly political
systemThe founding idea of the Joseon Dynasty was Zhu Zixue, and its political idea was
Confucianism and people- centeredness. The so-called Confucian people-centeredism mainly
takes the thought of Mencius as a model, rejects the hegemony of powerism, takes the kingly
rule of virtue as its goal, and advocates politics that is bene icial to the people. On the level of
royal politics, the ideal model is that a benevolent monarch exercises the rule of virtue on all
peoples.Based on this ideal of royal politics, the Joseon Dynasty formed a large administrative
division composed of Paldos, under which there were 350 eups (different names due to different
regions, also called prefectures, pastures, prefectures, counties, etc.) .(Administrative village) ,
there are basic administrative units such as caves or li (a natural village composed of multiple



tribes )underneath . The managers of the face are called Fengxian and Yuezheng, and the
managers of Dong and Li are called honorable persons and head people. The prison camp is
the capital of Taoism, and an observer (supervisor) is set up to supervise the town. The town set
up a guard order, responsible for administrative, judicial, taxation and other government affairs.
There was also a township of ice (called the Resident Of ice in the early Joseon Dynasty) ,
which was an autonomous organization of the local gentry and an advisory organization for
observing orders, and was responsible for supervising the town of icials (subordinate of icials) .
The manager of the township of ice is called the township Ren (thehead of the seat, the guard,
etc.) , who is selected from the township case (the roster of the local nobles) . In addition, the
eup also has a rural school, which is af iliated to Sungkyunkwan in the capital Seoul (Seoul) ,
which is responsible for local Confucianism and children's education. There are also academies
privately set up by the local gentry in the town, which is a place to discuss political affairs and
current situation. However, the academy is sometimes regarded as a lair of local powers, and it
is incompatible with the strengthening of the king's power. As a military organization, in addition
to the Central Army, there are also barracks (army) and water battalions (navy) throughout the
country . Although the conscription system has been perfected, after entering the 16th century,
military service has become a poll tax, so the royal power no longer has a strong military
power.AcademyThe Goryeo Dynasty was an aristocratic country developed from the alliance of
powerful clans. As the successor of the Goryeo dynasty, the Joseon dynasty was not powerful at
the beginning. Although the aristocratic state politics was denied, the strict imperial examination
system used to select talents was not as thorough as in China. Therefore, at the beginning of the
founding of the People’s Republic of Korea, although the Joseon Dynasty regarded one king and
ten thousand people as its ideal politics, the co-governance of the emperor and his subjects was
the foundation of its political operation. The central government of the Joseon Dynasty had the
Yee Government, under which there were Liu Cao (of icials, households, rituals, soldiers,
criminals, and workers) responsible for practical affairs, and the Si Xianfu (responsible for
purging of icials and disciplines) and the Secretary for Remonstrance ( Responsible for
admonishment to the king) , Hongwenguan (responsible for the study of classics and drafting of
the king’s documents) , play a role in restraining the king's power. Although the Joseon dynasty
has always maintained such a structure of co-governance between monarchs and ministers,
Yeongjo (reigned from 1724 to 1776) and Jeongjo (reigned from 1776 to 1800) wanted to realize
the real one-kingdom politics.ConfucianismThe lineage of the Joseon DynastyUnder the system
of Yijun Wanmin, public opinion and direct prosecution (leapfrog appeal) are important ways of
speech, and they have been taken seriously since the founding of the People’s Republic of
China. Confucianism believes that the subject of politics is ultimately the king, bureaucrats, and
gentry, and the people are only the object of politics. But at the same time, Confucian populism
irmly recognized the dissent and complaints of the people. There is a drum in front of the palace,
which can be used to directly complain. In the 16th century, the king could easily speak directly
(introduce a speech or strike a clank) during his patrol .Youngjo and Jeongjo accelerated the



simpli ication process of direct complaints. As a policy to protect the people and help the people,
Youngjo accepted direct complaints through frequent visits and inquiries, and Jeongjo was more
dedicated to inquiries than Youngjo. Although some people proposed to restrict direct
prosecutions from the standpoint of protecting the of icial power of of icials such as guarding
orders, the number of direct prosecutions received during Jeongjo's reign still reached 4,427.
The king also repeatedly sent his personally appointed secret envoys to places to expose local
evil policies and play an unprecedented role as a secret investigator.In addition, Confucian
people-centered doctrine also has speci ic content such as persuading agriculture and
civilisation, relief and assistance, and equal distribution. Agrarianism is one of the foundations of
Confucianism, which is to use popular morality to teach people to become simple farmers. The
people are the main body of food production, and at the same time they have the right to accept
benevolent governance during disaster relief. Since it is for the people, the people must be
heavier than the country. Therefore, the state rewards the people for mutual assistance, enriches
the people and helps the poor. The two classes are those who have internalized Confucianism
and people-centeredness. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the two classes to help the people.
The above kind of democratism is bound to regard egalitarianism as an ideal, and then bred the
idea of equalization of land.Under the system of one monarch and ten thousand people, land
sales and free movement are also guaranteed inprinciple. In North Korea’s villages, there are
common forms of labor called "Pumaxi" and "Lone Lai", and villagecommunities do exist. But at
the same time, the villages are open, moving between villages is not particularly dif icult, and
new immigrants are easily accepted. Once you become a member of the village, you have to join
a village organization called Dongqi and are bound by the Dongqi (village rules) that originated
from the township agreement , but you can still leave the village freely.The Reality of One King
and Ten Thousand PeoplesHowever, Confucianism based on one king and ten thousand people
is an ideal after all, and it may not be realized in reality. Although the population can move freely,
the phenomenon of refugees frequently appears in bad years. Although the household
registration survey is conducted every three years in accordance with regulations, the survey is
not strict. Of icials only strictly enforce the law on the surface, because once strict enforcement
is made, the poor cannot escape the good service. Therefore, it is not the case that of icials turn
one eye and close one eye. Strange. Although the ive-family system of mutual surveillance and
joint responsibility has been basically perfected, it still cannot play its full role.In terms of
Confucianism and people-centeredness, civilization was placed irst, and discipline (rule of law)
was placed second. But in reality, things that are contrary to the people's foundation often
happen. For example, the conversion of military service to head tax is entirely based on the logic
of democratism, but the result has become an exorbitant tax, which actually hurts the people.
And the biggest problem is that the ideal of Yijun Wanmin was threatened by crony politics, that
is, a powerful ministerial power. By the end of the Joseon Dynasty, the party struggle among the
fourcolorsentered a heated stage. The ideal of one king and ten thousand people is often
trampled by local of icials,subordinates and other intermediate forces. There are many people



who want to be magistrates, and they must be bribed if they want to win. It is impossible to
become a magistrate if you always maintain a gentleman's demeanor. The subordinates are a
kind of labor and have no salary, so they can only raise their own wages and rob the people in
the name of collecting administrative fees. Although Shouling had the consciousness of herder
of icials (local of icials) and looked down upon these subordinates, they had to tolerate the
exploitation of subordinates as their own siblings to some extent, and they also participated in
the exploitation.If it is within an acceptable range, the public may not regard the plunder of the
power party as illegal. During the disaster relief, Shou Order really wanted to give relief to the
people, so he asked the two classes and the wealthy people, who are both "local tyrants" and
"have a background in force", who dominate the people economically and personally, to come
up with relief rice. Although Liangban and Fumin were reluctant, they still regarded the relief as
an obligatory task. The subordinate staff sometimes performed a masked drama to console the
people. When a poor harvest occurs, although the subordinate staff will appear to be kind to
others, after all, they are restrained and show mercy when exploiting them. The people also
resorted to Confucianism and people-centeredness, demanding compensation with their
legitimate rights. If the relief is not given, it will sometimes even cause civil chaos (noisy,
harassment, civil harassment) . There is a "ruling space in which the rule of virtue and
punishment are not clear" and a wonderful symbiotic relationship exists between the ruler and
the people. The political culture of Confucianism based on the idea of one king and ten people
presents a complicated form.The growth of the peopleUnder such a political and cultural
background, the people gradually grew up after the 18th century. With the popularization of the
transplanting method, productivity greatly improved, and North Korean farmers in the 17th
century began to stand on their own as small farmers. The self-reliance of smallholders is the irst
step in thedisintegration of the identity system. Party ights, extravagant life, and excessive
support to the door (kinship organization) led to the gradual decline of the two classes. On the
other hand, ordinary people are also trying to improve their identities. After the 18th century,
there are more and more families have the economic strength of Rao, Rich Class and Shu sin
(Bastard) class is registered in the rural case. There are many ways to enhance identity, such as
obtaining job posts (letters of appointment) through nasu (contributing grains in times of
emergency ) , registering students in township schools and academies, and even falsifying
genealogy and naming kindergarten in household registration. (A Confucian student who has
not yet reached the rank and has not been an of icial) and so on.After the 18th century,
especially in the 19th century, the era of people's sprouting came. The people have become the
main body of history with their strong will to improve their status. In the process of the awakening
of the small farmers, the people realized the continuity of the family, and even shared the
gentry's value norms and life philosophy by strengthening the ancestral concept and the
consciousness of the same race. In this way, a large number of people similar to the noble family
appeared on the household registration and genealogy, which increased the number of people
in two classes on the surface. Unlike Japan, North Korea does not implement a separation



system between soldiers and farmers. Instead, gentry and farmers coexist in various villages. As
a class of small and medium landlords, the gentry have the aspect of predators who dominate
the peasants. The people who were forced to internalize the Confucian norms also unknowingly
began to look forward to the two classes' behavioral norms. The people's "two classes" view is
full of antinomy of love and hatred.The concept of taxiIn this context, people began to ask, what
is Liangban (senior clan) ? The so-called scholar is the Chinese language corresponding to the
Korean native word" (pronounced "Songbi") . The original meaning refers to a noble person with
academic morality who transcends identity. The 18th century to the irst half of the 19th century
was born and later called a real scholar The class of reform thinkers. They arrogantly called
themselves scholars, and on this basis they carried out ierce criticism of the gentry. Among
them, the real scholar Park Ji-won, who was active in the second half of the 18th century,
sharpened the nomadic status of the gentry. He said that the two classes are synonymous with
the gentry, but the two classes are not necessarily synonymous with the shi "Ritual and criminal
politics" is learned as "use". Only those who attribute their knowledge to practicality can be
called scholars, that is, scholars. Supporting this concept is "a scholar should be a person who
has dedicated himself to the world and the country." Awareness.Inheriting this view, Park Ji-
won's grandson, who later became the ancestor of the Civilization School, believes that scholars
should not be restricted to scholars, agricultural businesses other than scholars, or even
untouchables, as long as they possess the virtue of " ilial piety, loyalty, and loyalty", they should
be called scholar. Starting from the universal "Tao" viewpoint of " ilial piety, loyalty, loyalty, and
loyalty", he established a logical foundation for the equality of the four people by relativizing the
gentry status in reality. In Yijun Wanmin’s ideals, an identity system was originally not allowed.
The disintegration of North Korea's inherent identity system is imminent.Comparison with
JapanAlthough this social situation in North Korea has also formed a small peasant society, it is
very different from Japan. Indeed, modern Japan has also adopted Confucianism. It is
undeniable that there is such a logic in modern Japan that"the formation of the common
people"relies on the kindness (ende) relationship with Gongyi (shogunate or Fan Kingdom) ,and
this relationship is based on the idea of benevolent governance. Premise. At the same time,
there is a Confucian political culture with teachings as the main axis in modern Japan. There are
also views that compare the Japanese daimyo to a herder of icial. Cultivating Confucianism is a
natural task for a samurai. Since the end of the 18th century, Confucian schools have been
popularized throughout Japan.However, in modern Japan, "Wuwei" is the biggest backing of the
Bakuhan system, and this has never changed. Although the consciousness of herders (ruling
the people) guided by people-oriented doctrine has emerged at this time ,strict rule of law and
benevolentism such as "rescue" (top-down relief) still coexist in the world. In Japan, the social
status of Confucian scholars is humble, and the only ones who break convention and actively
participate in politics as Confucian scholars are Arai Shiraishi, Xiongze Fanshan and others. In
North Korea, a samurai is by no means a scholar (a scholar) . As Confucian scholars, scholars
cannot apply their knowledge to politics. Such a society is dif icult to understand.Japan in the



Warring States Period was a highly mobile society. In order to prevent a regress to such an era,
Japan in modern times actually adopted various measures with a "wuwei" nature. The
shogunate strictly implements an identity system, tightly binding farmers to the land; prohibiting
party formation, restricting career choices and freedom of travel; strict management and use of
the household registration equivalent of "reconciliation of accounts by sects", so the
phenomenon of refugees is more dif icult to occur ; The establishment of strict village rules,
similar to the ive-member group of North Korea’s ive-family rule, has effectively played a role.
Until the Jiazhou riots in 1836, thecommon people's was extremely disciplined and orderly. The
spying and mutual surveillance system is extremelydeveloped, people's lives and culture are
regulated in every detail, and "formats"dominate all aspects of society.Moreover, the
administrative institutions of the shogunate and the feudal vassals were organized in
accordance with the quasi-wartime mobilization system and could be immediately converted to
military organizations. Therefore, this administrative organization took on the form of a “barracks
state”.In short, the benevolent politics based on Zhu Zixue do indeed play a role in both North
Korea and Japan. It's just that in North Korea it is the fundamental rule of governance, and in
Japan, it has a stronger color as a means of governance. A society with fundamental laws will
not change itself easily, which makes the two countries have huge differences in the way they
respond to Western shocks.2. North Korea on the eve of the founding of the
countryPower politics and kingshipYoungjo and Jeongjo adopted a paci ication strategyin order
to achieve fairness in party personnel and ease partydisputes. This policy has shown signs of
stabilization of the royal power, and the development of practical learning and common people's
culture. However, entering the 19th century, the young pure ancestor (reigned from 1800 to
1834) came to thethrone, and the political power led by Anton Kimkicked off, and the kingship
weakened again. The so-called "SituDao" was originally called "Shi Dao", which means that the
king trusts the executive power on behalf of the person. Kim Jo-soon, who was entrusted by
Jeongjo's loneliness, married his daughter to Chunjo as a concubine, and became a relative.
Among the four-color parties, Anton Kim belongs to the old theory, so the old theory overwhelms
the other factions. The lesser in luence followed, and the in luence of the southerners and
northerners was still very weak. This kind of power politics led by ministers is called power
politics, and later it became a major feature of North Korean politics. In the period of Xianzong
(reigned from 1834 to 1849) after Chunjo, the Cho family of Pongyang became a relative, and
the power was transferred for a while, but the power of the Andong Kim clan was still there until
the reign of Cheljong (reigned from 1849 to 1863) . You can control the politics at will.Power
politics is irst of all a kind of clan politics, and excessive concentration of power will inevitably
make the trend of selling of icials and jubilees prevail. This means that North Korea has chosen
a corrupt politics, which can also be called "bribery politics." Its bad in luence is naturally
manifested in the harshness and punishment of the people, and the people suffer from the
chaos of the three political affairs. The so-called three administrations refer to land
administration (land tax and other land taxes) , military administration (originally a military



service system, which was later changed to the collection of military cloth, with the nature of
levying poll tax on good people) , and government return (originally in the spring) When the
green and yellow don’t pick up the rice grains, a pension policy of 10% of the interest is added to
the autumn harvest, which later becomes a tax system) . There are unnamed miscellaneous
taxes besides the three political affairs. These commercial taxes that are not allowed by the
national government make small businessmen complain. Although the people have grown up as
small farmers or small businesses, their development direction is not stable. Under the politics of
power, the power to abide by orders has been strengthened, and a stronger bond has been
formed with the subordinate staff and the two groups of local tyrants.Hong Jinglai
rebelledShidao politics irst aroused the dissatisfaction of the two groups excluded by the regime.
In 1811, Hong Jinglai rebelled. The rebellion broke out in Jiashan, Ping An Road. The rebels irst
punished the Jiashan County Shou, and then expanded their power to all parts of Ping An Road
in one fell swoop. The rebellion was launched centered on the two groups that had fallen, and
they played the banner of breaking local discrimination and overthrowing Anton Kim.
Participants in the rebellion were local authorities and businessmen such as township of icials
and subordinate of icials, and landless farmers, miners, and miscellaneous businesses were
also mobilized. This rebellion is obviously a Yi surname revolution, this kind of rebellion is also
called chaos. In the end, the rebellion was brutally suppressed and nearly 2,000 people were
beheaded.However, rumors that Hong Jinglai is still alive spread all over the country, and the ire
of the rebellion has not been extinguished. In 1813, an independent uprising broke out on Jeju
Island. In 1815 and 1817, Yongin in Gyeonggi-do and Jeonju in Jeolla-do discovered that
someone imitated Hong Jinglai and conspired to launch the Yi surname revolution.Renxu Civil
RebellionUnder the Shidao regime, civil disturbances that did not target the Yi surname
revolution also occurred from time to time. The biggest popular rebellion was the Renxu
Rebellion in 1862. In February of that year, civil rebellion broke out in Danseong and Jinju in
Gyeongsang-do, and then spread to other places, spreading to 19 eups of Gyeongsang-do,
38eups of Jeolla-do, 11 eups of Chungcheong-do, and 1 eup each of Hamgyong-do, Gyeonggi-
do, and Hwanghae-do. . The number of places where civil unrest has only been con irmed
nationwide is as high as 71 eup. Renxu civil rebellion is the general term for these civil
rebellions.The main body of the civil rebellion is the poor and landless peasants. They elected
the powerful local gentry as their leaders and used their virtues to make the civil rebellion
develop in a favorable direction. Although there are class contradictions between the gentry and
the people, when the people appeal to the logic of Confucianism and ask them to be leaders,
the gentry cannot easily refuse. And some of the gentry also recommended themselves as
leaders. North Korea has a unique concept of order dominated by local people of high morals.
The people's mindset cultivated by this concept supports the ideal of one king and ten thousand
people at the rural level. Therefore, when civil turmoil occurs, the gentry and the people tend to
merge into one.During the Renxu civil rebellion, Shouling and the local of icials and local of icials
were the main targets of attacks. However, although the people led by the gentry would



sometimes punish a few villagers and the like, they would never kill Shouling. This is because
the Shou Order directly appointed by the King is equivalent to the King’s clone, and the killing of
the Shou Order will be regarded as a revolution by the surname Yi. Keeping the order is at best
banished. The people crawled at the feet of the emissaries and press nuclear envoys
(investigators) sent by the king, begging the king to implement benevolent governance. It can be
seen that civil chaos is also regulated and disciplined.These local nobles and people are not
engaged in the Yixing Revolution. They want to dissipate their dissatisfaction with Shidao politics
after more than half a century through their deep expectations of the king, because only the king
can restrain the Anton Jin clan and local powers and places. The momentum of bureaucrats and
other intermediate forces. People's unrealistic expectations of the king suddenly rose.Cause
social unrestThe most disturbing thing is undoubtedly the fear of hunger. Under the political
situation, the relief function declined rapidly. In the 18th century, the grain delivered by the
imperial court to famine-stricken areas was about 10,000 to 40,000 shi. However, in the 19th
century, relief was in trouble, and the task of relief of the hungry was handed over to the local
government. It became a relief method that was funded by the local government and assisted by
the enrichment of the people, and the proportion of the enrichment assistance was gradually
increasing.In the meantime, plagues such as cholera, typhoid fever and smallpox occurred.
Throughout the late Joseon Dynasty, plagues continued one after another, and it was not
uncommon for tens of thousands of people to die. Especially from 1821 to 1822, cholera spread
violently and hundreds of thousands of people died. However, before the people healed their
pain, a major cholera broke out again from 1859 to 1860, and the people were in a more
terrifying hell. In order to cope with the epidemic situation, although the imperial court delivered
medicines to the disaster-stricken areas and housed the patients in the Department of Living
Human Resources (public hospitals) , it was not enough to return to the sky, and could only
continue to offer offerings to soothe people’s hearts, and hold sacred sacri ices to soothe ghosts
and gods. A comfort festival was held to comfort the dead.Against the background of social
turmoil and grievances, there have been frequent incidents of false statements and hanging
books. Errors are rumors, and hanging books are anonymous posts posted at city gates,
bazaars (a market is opened every ive days) , village entrances, etc. This behavior is a critique of
the system, and even bold people directly voted in the government. And these behaviors often
become a precursor to unrest or civil unrest.
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